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Reviews Hail Robert Pattinson 
Reboot as ‘Best Bat-Movie Yet’
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The Batman is a Lifeless Reboot
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200,000,000
transactions a year
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Raw data



Raw data OLAP cube

Pre-aggregate data an OLAP cube



Raw data OLAP cube Reporting

Aggregated again to create a report



Raw data OLAP cube Reporting

The cube does the computation



Raw data OLAP cube Reporting

People can ask lots of questions quickly



The metrics in the cube are calculated consistently

Raw data OLAP cube Reporting



Everything has to be pre-computed

Raw data OLAP cube Reporting









In 1999…
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People can answer questions quickly



People can answer questions quickly

Metrics are computed consistently



People can answer questions quickly

Metrics are computed consistently

Everything has to be pre-computed



People can answer questions quickly

Metrics are computed consistently

Everything has to be pre-computed

OLAP cubes are unintuitive to use





How many bricks did we sell?!?



What is our revenue?!?



What is our revenue…

by week?!?



What is our revenue…

by week…

by set theme?!?



What is our revenue…

by week…

by set theme…

in Europe?!?



Get me a 
metric!!



Revenue

Salesforce 
opportunity

Stripe logs

Tax adjustment

CSV from Janice 
in Accounting

Return policy

Date sales are 
recognized



Get me a list of stores!



Get me a list of stores!

With details on their 
location and hours!



Get me a list of stores!

With details on their 
location and hours!

And data about sales 
and operating costs!



Get me 
a list of 
entities!!























OLAP cubes are hard to understand

Raw data OLAP cube Reporting









11,952,200

Today…

combinations





200,000,000

Today…

transactions





We don’t need to precompute this anymore

Raw data OLAP cube Reporting



Raw data OLAP cube Reporting



Raw data OLAP cube Reporting
On-the-fly 

queries, directly 
against the 
database



More like
NOLAP cube, amirite?







Raw data



Raw data Data model

Configure relationships and metrics



The model creates a UI that shows 
people what data they can use

Raw data Data model Reporting



The model transforms 
requests into SQL queries

Raw data Data model Reporting



Raw data Data model Reporting

The query runs against raw data



Raw data Data model Reporting

And results get returned



Raw data Data model Reporting



Raw data OLAP cube? Reporting









Raw data OLAP cube? Reporting









Raw data OLAP cube? Reporting









Raw data OLAP cube? Reporting



You ship your 
org chart.
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Raw data OLAP cube Reporting



Raw data OLAP cube Reporting



Raw data OLAP cube Reporting



Get me 
a list of 
entities!!



Get me a 
metric!!



Raw data OLAP cube Datasets for 
exploration



Raw data OLAP cube Datasets for 
exploration

Metrics for 
reporting





Backup





data pulls
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Exploration



Exploration Reporting







Get me a list of stores!
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Get me a list of stores!

With details on their 
location and hours!
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Get me a list of stores!
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And data about sales 
and operating costs!

Entity

Dimensions



Get me a list of stores!
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Get me a list of stores!

With details on their 
location and hours!

And data about sales 
and operating costs!

Entity

Dimensions

Metrics

Entity Dimensions Metrics



Get me a 
dataset!!



Exploration Reporting





How many bricks did we sell?!?



What is our revenue?!?



What is our revenue…

by week?!?
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Metric

What is our revenue…

by week…

by set theme…

in Europe?!?

Metric

Time grain

Groupings

Filters

Time grain Groupings
Filters



Revenue

Salesforce 
opportunity

Stripe logs

Tax adjustment

CSV from Janice 
in Accounting

Return policy

Date sales are 
recognized



Get me a 
metric!!





Exploration Reporting

Datasets Metrics

f(x)

Neither? Both?

OLAP Cube













Simple OLAP
What is this?



It’s transactions, 
but not really



And it’s metrics, 
but sorta weirdly 
decomposed, 
where you still 
have to add it up



And that makes 
them kinda hard 
to use, because it 
doesn’t fit the 
vocabulary







Exploration

Datasets



Exploration Reporting

Datasets Metrics



Exploration Reporting

Datasets Metrics

f(x)



Exploration Reporting

Datasets Metrics

f(x)



Exploration Reporting

Datasets Metrics

f(x)






